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Engaging parents: why and how

Chapter 1

A tale of two worlds 

When parents send their children to school, some breathe a sigh of 
relief as they entrust their offspring to professional educators. Others, 
often those who have spent much time and thought selecting their 
child’s school in the first place, sense the start of a shifting of roles. From 
being their child’s only teacher they wonder what it will be like to be part 
of a team, mum/dad + teacher, and how this new partnership will help 
their loved one get on in life.

When teachers receive children into their schools they are similarly 
conflicted. Some set about establishing precisely the kind of shared role 
just described. Others, quite a considerable number in my experience, 
secretly breathe their own sigh of relief when the parent has left the 

Parental engagement matters to educational performance in the 
early years and throughout schooling.

The Confederation of British Industry (CBI)1
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premises and is out of the way. They can now get on with the job of 
educating the pupil in question.

The result of these actions is that, for a significant number of children, 
the two worlds of home and school only rarely overlap. At points 
of transition (recruitment, choosing courses and leaving) the worlds 
definitely collide, often in a large school hall. Periodically, as the year 
unfurls, meetings take place to track progress, for example when 
school reports are issued. Even today it is possible that, as a parent, 
you will find yourself sitting on a child-sized chair, while the teacher talks 
to you from a higher position on an adult-sized seat. And if a child is 
misbehaving or dramatically under-achieving there will inevitably be a 
summons to come and discuss things.

Joyce Epstein puts this eloquently:

‘The way schools care about children is reflected in the way 
schools care about the children’s families. If educators view 
children simply as students, they are likely to see the family as 
separate from the school. That is, the family is expected to do its 
job and leave the education of children to the schools. If educators 
view students as children, they are likely to see both the family 
and the community as partners in children’s education and 
development.’2

It need not be a tale of two separate worlds. It is perfectly possible to 
develop a real partnership between school, child, parent and family 
– but this requires many meaningful interactions between home and 
school. A growing number of schools genuinely see those acting in 
the position of parents as partners and are adapting their practices 
accordingly. 
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Engaging parents: why and how

The evidence for the benefits of a different, deeper, two-way 
engagement of parents in their children’s schooling is strong. Parents 
(and/or guardians, carers or other family members in some cases) are a 
major influence on a child’s success in life. While the quality of schools 
and the nature of the child’s peer group matter significantly, it is from 
the home that young people derive lasting effects on their character, 
mindset and attainment. Parents are, after all, a child’s first teacher 
well before the formal world of education is encountered. And while 
estimates vary, somewhere between 75% and 85% of a child’s waking 
hours are spent outside the school classroom.

In late 2012 the CBI produced a thoughtful report, First steps: a new 
approach for our schools from which I quote at the start of this chapter.3 
In it they made a number of recommendations about the future shape 
of education, two of which are pertinent to this pamphlet. 

The CBI asked, among other things, for the:

•	 development of a clear, widely-owned and stable statement of 
the outcome that all schools are asked to deliver. This should go 
beyond the merely academic, into the behaviours and attitudes 
schools should foster in everything they do. It should be the 
basis on which we judge all new policy ideas, schools and the 
structures we set up to monitor them 

•	 adoption by schools of a strategy for fostering parental 
engagement and wider community involvement, including links 
with business.

In Redesigning Schooling 2 - What kind of teaching for what kind of 
learning?, Guy Claxton and I argued strongly for teaching that cultivates 
in learners a set of pro-social behaviours (kind, generous, tolerant) as 
well as pro-learning attitudes (resilient, craftsmanlike, collaborative).4 
These outcomes can provide the answer to the first of the two CBI 
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recommendations above. Interestingly most parents would strongly 
endorse them, too. And increasing numbers of teachers, especially 
those in the Expansive Education Network5 adopting approaches 
such as Building Learning Power6 and Habits of Mind7, are seeking to 
cultivate these outcomes both at school and, via parents and families, 
at home.

This pamphlet builds on the second CBI suggestion and argues for the 
wholesale adoption of a strategy of parent and family and community 
engagement. It also makes the case for far higher levels of awareness 
among school leaders, teachers, parents and other community 
members about the kinds of parental engagement that really work - 
both to raise achievement and to develop learners who will thrive in 
the 21st century. Such activities need to be integral to school strategy, 
genuinely seen as important by all teachers, and regularly evaluated for 
their effectiveness.

While new models such as free schools may seem to offer parents a 
much greater role, it is too early to see whether this is merely a brief 
flush of parent power or something more substantial. In the vast majority 
of schools the degree to which parents are or are not truly engaged 
is impossible to ascertain. SSAT’s Redesigning Schooling initiative, 
therefore, comes at a critical moment in England’s educational history 
from this point of view as from many others. It offers all schools the 
chance to redesign what they do: to stop and think afresh about how 
they can engage8 parents as allies and champions for a new generation 
of talented, confident and resourceful learners.
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Chapter 2
The power of parent  
and family engagement 

The evidence is consistent, positive and convincing: families have 
a major influence on children’s achievement. When schools, 
families and community groups work together to support learning, 
children tend to do better at school, stay in school longer and 
like school more.

Anne Henderson and Karen Mapp9

Research into the impact of parental engagement on children and 
young people is a relatively recent field going back some 30 years. But 
in this time it has established beyond doubt the many contributions 
which parents and families can make to the progress of their children.

Figure 1 seeks to capture the essence of this important area of 
research.
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Figure 1 – Impact of parental engagement at a glance10

1. Impact on student achievement 

We know that:

a) it is what parents do at home that has the most significant impact 
on children’s achievement

b) when parents engage with schools in their child’s learning:

•	 achievement increases
•	 various pro-learning aspirations and behaviours are enhanced

c) the effect size of parental engagement is large compared to other 
factors influencing student achievement

d) the impact of parental engagement is at its greatest when 
children are youngest

e) parental engagement is a significant way of closing the 
achievement gap between children from poor homes and their 
more affluent peers.

2. The nature of parental engagement

We have a growing understanding of:

a) what it is that parents can do to make a difference to their 
children’s learning

b) what schools can do to encourage and work with parents

c) how school leaders can best implement strategies that truly 
engage parents in the learning of their children.

3. What kind of parental engagement for what kind of learning?

We have some emerging thinking and promising practices:

a) about parenting styles and their outcomes on children

b) linking desired outcomes of education and different kinds of 
parental engagement in schools.
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In the last few decades there has been a growing recognition across 
the world of the importance of engaging parents, often in the form of 
parenting programmes in areas where, for socio-economic reasons, 
parents have not felt able or willing to be involved in the education of 
their children. The role of parenting was explicitly acknowledged in 
legislation in the USA in 2001 (No Child Left Behind Act), and in England 
and Wales in 2003 (Every Child Matters).

Let’s unpack these headline findings in a little more detail.

Impact on student achievement

It was Charles Desforges who first brought the evidence together in the 
UK to demonstrate compellingly the link between parental engagement 
and student attainment. To do this he had to disentangle a web of 
possibly confounding factors affecting a child’s performance including:

•	 his or her characteristics

•	 the nature of their peers

•	 the quality of their school

•	 the characteristics, class and occupations of their parents and 
family

•	 the wider neighbourhood in which they live 

•	 the degree to which additional support from other sources is 
available.

Among many subtle and detailed conclusions, Desforges was clear that 
parental engagement in the educational development of their children 
powerfully improves attainment and behaviour: 

‘Parental engagement in the form of at-home good parenting 
has a significant positive effect on children’s achievement and 
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adjustment even after all other factors shaping attainment have 
been taken out of the equation.’11

Desforges also encapsulates the way in which parental engagement 
works: 

‘In essence parenting has its influence indirectly through shaping 
the child’s self-concept as a learner and through setting high 
aspirations.’12

These two quotations exemplify something important about how 
parental engagement works. While an improvement in attainment may 
be one outcome of any educational intervention, it is seldom the only 
one. So, for example, a student’s reading scores might change and at 
the same time he or she might also have become (a) more confident 
in selecting reading books, or (b) more dependent on help from a 
family member, or (c) more likely to keep going with difficult passages 
of reading; and so forth. The outcomes will depend on the way the 
parental support is given (just as in the classroom it depends on the way 
the teaching is done).

But Desforges draws us to a central truth about learning; that it is 
the outcome of a number of interrelated strands – including beliefs, 
experiences and skills. With parental engagement, often we find both an 
attainment gain and an improvement or a change in some other social 
or learning behaviour.

In 2005 SSAT, in partnership with the Association of School and College 
Leaders, initiated the project Engaging Parents in Raising Achievement, 
(EPRA). It focused on supporting parents to help their children learn, 
treating parents as learners, better reporting and enhanced pastoral 
care. 
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Alma Harris and Janet Goodall reviewed this work and concluded 
that parental engagement was a powerful way of raising achievement 
in schools.13 They confirmed the earlier Desforges finding that it is 
what parents do at home that has the most significant impact on 
achievement. They also identified some continuing challenges, also 
mentioned by Desforges in his review, such as the fact that the 
higher the level of a child’s attainment, the higher the level of parental 
engagement (the causation may be in the ‘wrong’ direction), or that 
parents seen as ‘hard to reach’ often perceive schools as ‘hard to 
reach’.

John Hattie has also attempted to analyse just these powerful effects  
on children. He is clear that the relationship between parental 
engagement and achievement is strongly bound up with mindset and 
culture, specifically with parental aspirations and expectations for their 
children: 

‘Parents have major effects in terms of the encouragement and 
expectations that they transmit to their children.’14

How one school involves parents

Some schools in England already give great attention to involving 
parents in their children’s education, and in the life of the school. 
Hadley Learning Community, a 3-16 school in Telford, Shropshire, 
aims to get the relationship with every new family off to the best 
start possible. Staff make a home visit to each family joining the 
school at nursery or reception. Seeing the next term’s intake 
first in their homes helps the children to settle in better when the 
time comes. The staff can see if there are any concerns, and 
the parents are more comfortable about coming into school if 
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they have met school staff already, on their own territory. This is 
particularly valuable with parents who may not have had a good 
experience in their own schooling. 

Before the end of the reception year, children are regularly given 
‘homework’ - little projects they can do with their family. Later, 
the staff put on workshops for parents who would like practical 
support in helping their year 6 children at home. Teachers go 
through the work so parents can see what needs to be done and 
how they can help. For those with internet access at home, staff 
also indicate useful websites for getting more information. 

The two parent consultation days each year achieve 98-100% 
attendance from primary parents. 

At KS4, student progress is assessed five times a year and 
detailed information is shared with parents, in addition to the 
traditional parents’ evening and annual written report. The school 
conducts surgeries, at which parents can raise issues and staff 
can help them to support their children with homework and 
revision. These are open to all, and always well attended.

Additional services for those needing them are provided by 
outside agencies, a number of which have a presence at the 
school. They include the Team Around the Child (TAC), which 
works with families that need specific extra support. School staff 
may go into the home and help the parents, foster-parents or 
guardians. Staff involved in the Common Assessment Framework 
(CAF), which covers a child’s life from birth to the present, are also 
available at the school.


